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Summary

Objectives  To identify core challenges and first steps on the way to sustainable information systems in healthcare.

Methods Recent articles on healthcare information technology and related articles from Medical Informatics and Computer Science were reviewed and analyzed. Core challenges that couldn’t be solved over the years are identified.

Results The two core problem areas are process integration, meaning to effectively embed IT-systems into routine workflows, and systems integration, meaning to reduce the effort for interconnecting independently developed IT-components. Standards for systems integration have improved a lot, but their usefulness is limited where system evolution is needed.

Conclusions Sustainable Healthcare Information Systems should be based on system architectures that support system evolution and avoid costly system replacements every five to ten years. Some basic principles for the design of such systems are separation of concerns, loose coupling, deferred systems design, and service oriented architectures.
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1 Potential for Process Improvement

Health information technology is generally considered as a fundamental key to improving healthcare quality (e.g. [1;2]). In fact, numerous studies have demonstrated the potential of information technology to improve the quality of healthcare in various ways. The term “Health Information Technology” (HIT) thereby comprises a diverse set of technologies related to transmitting and processing various kinds of information in the context of the healthcare process. The most prominent functionality covered by the term is probably the Electronic Health Record (EHR), which promises to overcome the shortcomings of paper based health records (e.g. [3]). In particular, the idea of ubiquitously available information is intriguing. In addition to providing patient related information at the point of care, various techniques for decision support have been shown to be effective. Some examples have been summarized in a recent review by Chaudhry et al. on the impact of health information technology on quality, efficiency, and costs of medical care [4]. Most studies contained in this review are aimed at enhancing adherence to guidelines through the use of information technology. Computer-generated reminders and alerts are often used to achieve this effect (e.g. [5-7]). Decision support is often combined with Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE), which is also a prominent approach to improve guideline adherence and to reduce the probability of medical errors (e.g. [8]). In addition to the general classification of approaches addressed in the survey of Chaudhry et al. there is a broad range of functionalities IT can provide to effectively support healthcare processes [9].

- So called “Info buttons” can be used for various purposes, like context sensitive information-retrieval in a clinical information system [10;11]. The simple idea is to use information from a clinical information system as a search key for an external knowledge base, and to minimize the effort for this search to a single mouse-click.

- Computer applications can contribute to improve different aspects of data quality, like completeness [12], timeliness [13], etc. thereby improving the information basis for decision making.

- Computer systems can contribute to better monitoring the current status of a patient, e.g. by presenting patient data in a more coherent way, by providing optimized views to patient data for dedicated purposes, or by generating alerts if some parameter or a combination of parameters is developing into dangerous areas [14].

- Computer systems can calculate drug doses from previously entered data (e.g. age, weight, gender), check compatibility with other medications, and check compatibility with allergies [15;16]. Medication is one of the examples for decision support that can be effectively combined with computerized provider order entry: CPOE systems are estimated to reduce medication errors up to 81% [17]. In a recent survey Ammenwerth et al. com-
pared 25 studies on the effects of electronic prescribing and found a reported reduction of relative risk on medication errors of 13% to 99% [18].

- Computer systems can calculate disease probabilities [19].

This list of examples is far from exhaustive. New helpful functionalities of IT are arising with new technologies such as mobile devices and embedded systems. These include smart homes and ambient assisted living [20;21]. The increasing amounts of information collected in electronic medical records are expected to contain valuable treasures that could also be exploited for clinical research [22;23]. Moreover, bioinformatics research increasingly provides new sources of information that can be combined with existing information to gain new functionality. In a recent survey Kuhn et al. predict that genomics and proteomics data will have a significant impact on preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic measures [24].

These examples, and many other reports, clearly document proven positive effects of HIT and promise even more. However, Chaudhry et al. also found that the generalizability of success stories is limited [4]. This is coherent with the observation of others. Aarts and Berg found that the same system used in different settings produced different results [25]: The system that was a success in one setting failed in another one. Some authors even described cases in which the use of IT in healthcare fostered errors rather than reduce their likelihood [26-28]. So, what is it that makes IT effective in healthcare? Factors that influence success and failure of IT projects in healthcare have been studied in detail, but the results of these studies are not yet sufficiently considered by those who build systems and standards.

In this paper I argue that we need system architectures that better fit with the often demanding socio-technical perspective on healthcare IT. In particular, an IT system in a healthcare setting that actually supports organizational learning must be capable of continuously adapting to new requirements. This has an impact on system architectures and also on desirable standards.

Subsequently I briefly summarize the research results concerning success factors and barriers for effectively implementing IT systems in healthcare. From that I will draw some conclusions concerning standards for interoperability, interaction paradigms, and architectural approaches, which might serve as steps to more effective and sustainable IT systems in healthcare.

2 Success Factors and Barriers

Strictly speaking, before discussing success factors one should define what “success” for an information system actually means. According to the D&M information system (IS) success model [29] IS success can be measured based on multiple dimensions, including technical success (e.g. system quality), semantic success (e.g. information quality), individual impact (e.g. user satisfaction), and organizational impact (e.g. overall effectiveness). Aarts and Berg proposed a success model for healthcare information systems, which particularly focuses on medical work practices [25], which corresponds to the individual and organizational impact dimensions of DeLone and McLean’s model. However, the different dimensions are not independent, but interrelated: improving the technical basis of a system may contribute to improving information quality (e.g. availability), and improving information quality certainly contributes to improving individual and organizational impact. Thus, it does make sense to focus on overall effectiveness as an indicator for the general outcome, like Aarts and Berg do, and still do research on a broad spectrum of success factors.

Influential factors for success and failure of IT systems in healthcare have been studied in detail for many years (e.g. [30-32]). All these studies underline the importance of a socio-technical understanding of healthcare IT. The findings of these studies are not surprising: from a general perspective, the same set of influential factors is mostly valid for any kind of IT project (e.g. [33-35]). Sauer has identified no less than 50 factors for project failure which can be categorized into different factor classes, comprising user involvement, mutual understanding of project participants, benefit/value of outcome, management commitment, technical design quality and system complexity, project management, system and project performance, resource adequacy, situational stability, and implementation process issues including change management and requirements management [33]. These criteria are not specific for the healthcare domain. However, some of the factors seem to be particularly important in healthcare due to the nature of healthcare processes.

Brender et al. have analyzed the importance of different success factors for IT projects in healthcare in a pilot Delphi study [36]. In this study 110 success factors and 27 failure criteria were distinguished and classified into six groups: functional, organizational, technical, managerial, cultural and legal. Interdependencies between different factors were not considered, since this is new territory, but such interdependencies (e.g. trade-offs between different factors) certainly do play a role and they further complicate matters [33]. Aarts and Berg argue that “…identifying factors that determine success or failure is very difficult because implementation decisions that were completely sensible at the time they were made in hindsight often prove to be constraining”. Yet, enumerating success factors is not useless, as they give us valuable hints of what has to be considered, but they cannot be taken as a recipe which will guarantee success. Moreover, prioritizing success factors is extremely difficult, especially when dealing with more than 100 factors.

Many critical success and failure factors are somehow related to a few core
problem areas, which are clearly identified as challenges in various review articles on decision support, guideline implementation, and healthcare information systems. Kuhn and Giuse identified four core challenges in their review article in 2001 [37]: integration and standardization, human-computer interaction and the structure of data, information, and knowledge, socio-technical and organizational issues, and processes in healthcare. In 2006 Kuhn et al. found that “integration, interoperability and interaction design” are still today’s core problems [38]. Obviously, the core problems have not changed much. They are all somehow related to two central problem areas: systems integration and process integration. Subsequently, I will briefly characterize these two main barriers to effective and sustainable systems in healthcare.

**Process Integration**

The term “process integration” is used here as a generic term for all techniques that help to seamlessly embed information technology into routine work processes. In other words – instead of optimizing an IT system, the socio-technical system in a specific setting as a whole should be optimized.

The problem of insufficiently adapted software is not a problem of healthcare IT alone. It is rather a general problem of software engineering. In [39] Sten and Per Sundblad summarize the problem as “the software is often too complex and to unrelated to the business to change as fast as necessary”. They conclude as a consequence that “software architects must improve their business understanding to help solve the problem” and users “must learn to better communicate to software development teams.” Medical informatics researchers have long recognized the problem. The first three of the so-called “Ten Commandments” for effective clinical decision support defined by Bates et al. are aimed at process integration [40] – the third recommendation makes it explicit: “Fit into the user’s workflow” – the rest of the commandments are concerned with change and project management issues. In 2003 Naviglia et al. write in a “lessons learned” paper about guideline implementation: “… the biggest obstacle to implementing complex automated guidelines that we encountered was with presentation and integration into the clinical workflow” [41].

Software engineers do have answers to this problem. Roughly summarized the main recommendations are: iterative software development with close end user involvement and short iteration cycles with rapid feedback [42]. Agile programming methodologies such as XP [43] even take these principles as their core message. For user interface design [44] and human-computer interaction [45] it is also recommended to have the end user closely involved, and participatory design has been considered by researchers in medical informatics, in particular, as a key success factor [46-48].

An important observation with process integration is that adapting a system to the user’s needs is not a one-time-effort. In [49] Lehman and Belady describe the inevitable need for software evolution in general. They classify programs into several classes: S-type programs (“structured”) dealing with a formally specified problem are correct if they fulfill the specification. P-type programs (“problem-solving”) try to approximate the solution of a real-world problem which might change over time, so the program must be adapted to a changing specification. Healthcare Information Systems are so-called E-type programs (“embedded”): The program is part of the world that it models. Software of this kind is inherently evolutionary. Both, changes in the software or changes in the environment affect each other.

Both participatory design and continuous evolution, does not fit well with the interests of healthcare IT vendors who want to sell a single software product over and over again. So called COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) systems are affordable but not tailor-made for a specific setting. Of course, today’s commercially available healthcare systems are adaptable to different settings to some degree, but they are not tailor-made. This does not mean that commercial systems cannot improve healthcare quality. Some successful implementations of commercial systems have been described in [50-52]. Evaluating and comparing these systems is difficult [53:54]. The few existing results however, indicate that even the successful commercial systems cannot reach the user satisfaction of tailor-made systems [54]. Chaudhry et al. write in their survey that most of the success stories that fulfilled the criteria of the survey stem from few hospitals where tailor-made systems were adapted with high effort to the specific needs of the specific setting. Interestingly, those hospitals typically also have a large IT staff which put a very high effort in continuously maintaining and adapting the system according to changing demands.

To make the success stories more generalizable, and to achieve both affordable and effective systems, it is most important to reduce the effort needed for demand driven system evolution as much as possible.

**Systems Integration**

The inability of IT systems to continuously adapt to site-specific and changing requirements is aggravated by the heterogeneity of system components. In the long run, sustainable process integration can only be achieved if IT-systems are actually aimed at supporting processes. Computer applications, however, are typically aimed at supporting certain organizational units or dedicated functionalities rather than healthcare processes, which are interdisciplinary, cross-organizational, and increasingly inter-institutional in their nature. Thus, process support has a lot to do with systems integration.
Ideally, a truly integrated system would comprise a single central database with a carefully designed database schema, which serves as a platform for different applications that share common data. This would help to reduce uncontrolled data redundancy (“one fact in one place” [55]) and help to improve data consistency. Healthcare systems, however, are very complex; so, a single database approach would lead to systems that might be difficult to maintain. Adapting a complex database schema with thousands of interrelated tables to new requirements can also become difficult, and software entropy will eventually turn even a well-managed system into a legacy system that should be replaced [49–56]. As soon as multiple independent institutions are involved in the healthcare process, a single database approach is completely unrealistic. Therefore, independently developed IT components must somehow be integrated to support cross-organizational and inter-institutional processes. Autonomy of system components and integrity of data are conflicting goals. Neither can be fully achieved without compromising the other one to some degree [57]. Heterogeneity on various levels is a consequence of design autonomy.

The second essential precondition to achieve affordable and effective systems is to reduce the effort needed for bridging these various kinds of heterogeneity. Standards are essential to achieve this. In the next section the current state of standards for healthcare IT is briefly sketched.

3 Standards

Different standards are needed for different kinds of integration requirements. In [58] integration requirements are classified into functional integration and data integration. In addition, technical and semantic integration are distinguished. Technical or syntactic integration issues like bridging different hardware and operating systems or mapping different syntactic data representations are important in every integration project but they are not specific for the healthcare domain. Thus, without questioning the importance of XML and general integration middleware, only standards for semantic integration are considered in this paper.

Semantic integration requires some consensus on the meaning of commonly used data and functions. Standards for data integration have to be further distinguished in “type level” and “instance level” standards. System implementers need a semantic reference on a type level, which helps them to design their database schemas to cover all the required information. HL7 and DICOM are the most prominent standards that particularly serve this purpose. Users require a semantic reference on an instance level to fill these databases with commonly used terms. ICD and SNOMED are examples for such standards. The important difference between these two kinds of standards is that type level standards are needed at design time, whereas instance level standards are (primarily) needed at runtime when the system is used and databases are filled with content. So, for building semantically interoperable system components, type level standards such as HL7 are of predominant importance as a semantic reference. HL7 V2.x has been extraordinarily successful in this role. Yet, it has reached its limits [59]: There is no common information model or ontology in HL7 V2.x – instead, the semantic reference in HL7 V2.x is hidden in various message type specifications. This makes the process of developing new message types that are consistent with the existing ones very difficult. Interaction based on messages, which is the fundamental interaction paradigm for HL7 V2.x, also has some disadvantages: messages are transient and they typically need a sender and a recipient, which are more or less directly coupled via appropriate interfaces. Typically, before it is possible to send the first message, it is necessary to explicitly establish a communication channel. In regional, national or even international healthcare networks, we need loosely coupled components: it should be possible to have an information exchange among system components which have not been previously interconnected via some message based interface. A document-based approach seems much more suitable for this purpose. In contrast to transient messages, electronic documents are assumed to be persistent, they can exist independently from the system that created them, and they carry their own context information. Moreover, the document based interaction paradigm fits well with traditional work practices in healthcare.

HL7 V3 is intended to eliminate these disadvantages of V2. The core of V3 is the Reference Information Model (RIM) which serves as a common information model for all message types. New contents can be consistently derived from a small number of generic core classes, so semantic scalability has been considered from the beginning. The term “semantic scalability” has some more important facets: it not only refers to the ability of consistently extending the standard, but also to the ability of RIM-based systems to “understand” even new message types, as the RIM defines an unambiguous semantics for each data element, no matter in which message type it appears. This also offers the opportunity to use the same RIM as the semantic basis for document-based standards, such as the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) [60;61]. Mentionable at this point is that the three-level-structure of CDA supports another form of semantic scalability: CDA-based document exchange is not limited to fully RIM-based systems, because the header information is already sufficient to contextually describe a document. This makes it possible to have a broad range of systems participate in an exchange of CDA documents in an early stage and then increase semantic interoperability step by step.

So far only data integration issues have been considered. Yet, functional integration is equally important. Func-
1. Process integration requires close end user involvement. So we need system architectures that are flexible enough to support a demand driven system evolution.
2. Heterogeneous system components must be coupled in an adequate way to support inter-organizational healthcare processes. Since autonomous systems are unavoidable, we need ways for loosely coupling these systems that preserve their autonomy. So, what are the principles for designing evolutionary system architectures? Are the currently available standards for systems integration sufficient to support such evolutionary system architectures or are they rather obstructive in this respect? Generally, standards for semantic interoperability tend to freeze knowledge to some degree – Evolutionary systems need the opposite: flexibility. Some basic principles for evolutionary information systems are briefly sketched below.

### Separation of Concerns

Separating different concerns for different responsibilities is an important principle in order to reduce the complexity of a system and to improve its maintainability. Data security is an example for such a concern, which is particularly important for healthcare information systems. An effective security infrastructure is an important precondition for communicating personal patient related data across a network. Yet, like in every other modularized system, the security infrastructure should be kept flexible enough to cope with newly arising security challenges. Thus, generic security services should be provided to be used in arbitrary applications, in order to avoid the need to adapt a systems code for security reasons. In [63] Blobel and Roger-France show how a security infrastructure can be decomposed into a hierarchy of security services.

Such a layered approach with different levels of abstraction is a frequently used technique for modularization and reduction of complexity. The basic idea is that each layer provides functions and services to support the next upper layer. In [64], this principle is applied to the functionality of a hospital information system to motivate a layered architecture for adaptive Healthcare Information Systems. The general idea is described [58] and illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 A layered approach for evolutionary IT systems in healthcare [58]](image-url)

**Affordable and sustainable IT systems in healthcare should prevent the necessity of costly system replacements every five to ten years. This does not mean that we should strive towards systems that last for ages. It means that the necessity to replace or modify some functionality or feature, or component, should not eventually lead to the necessity to replace the whole system. This can only be achieved if both initial goals formulated in section two are considered equally:**

---

**Tional semantic integration** requires consensus on the meaningful interaction of system components. The need for standards supporting functional integration is often neglected. Usually, only standards for data interchange are mentioned when semantic interoperability is discussed. However, as soon as multiple independently developed components are supposed to interact in order to cooperatively provide some higher level functionality, a meaningful interaction protocol must be ensured somehow. IHE provides such a framework for the healthcare domain [62]. The standard specifies how different roles interact on the basis of existing standards for data interchange in order to cooperatively provide some higher level functionality. With “cross-enterprise document sharing” (XDS), IHE is expanding its scope on inter-institutional exchange of electronic documents. In its current state, XDS requires a single central document registry, based on ebXML methodology, that mediates accesses stored in multiple document repositories. The necessity of such a central component might be a disadvantage if decentralized environments like national or even international networks are the target. Though the specifications are not yet mature, XDS might be a first step towards a basic infrastructure for distributed document based electronic health records.

---

**4 Steps Towards Sustainability**

Affordable and sustainable IT systems in healthcare should prevent the necessity of costly system replacements every five to ten years. This does not mean that we should strive towards systems that last for ages. It means that the necessity to replace or modify some functionality or feature, or component, should not eventually lead to the necessity to replace the whole system. This can only be achieved if both initial goals formulated in section two are considered equally:
The different layers can be seen as a consequence of the fact that different groups of people are the drivers for different aspects of system evolution. The evolution of healthcare domain specific concepts should be in the hands of domain experts rather than IT experts. This principle already motivated the concept of archetypes that has been developed in the context of openEHR to separate the definition of semantic constraints for electronic health records from the definition of the core database schema for health record systems [65;66].

**Deferred Systems Design**

Another fundamental principle for evolutionary systems is deferred systems design [67]. Semantic decisions that are frozen in a database schema are hard to revise. So decisions that can be deferred from design-time to deploy-time do improve adaptability. Decisions that can be even further deferred to run-time improve continuous adaptability. The vision behind this is the idea of action based IS development, where the system is shaped during social action. A layered approach, as sketched above, supports deferred systems design, since semantic decisions on higher levels are independent from semantic decisions on lower levels. The lower levels just provide a generic semantic framework that helps to reduce semantic heterogeneity on the higher levels.

**Service Oriented Architectures**

Layered system architectures require very clearly defined interfaces for each layer. Actually, the specification of a layer is primarily a functional specification of the interface rather than a specification of data semantics (which is also important, though). Thus, independent evolution of these layers would require a standardized functional specification of each layer. Service oriented architectures support the decoupling of layers. Yet, the concept would require a standardization of services. Such functional frameworks are rare in the healthcare domain so far. IHE is an example for a functional specification, but it is unclear whether XDS is actually suitable as a low level domain layer for a decentralized document based healthcare information system, because it requires a central registry. An enhanced approach supporting federated clinical affinity domains is suggested in [68].

Another example is OMGs healthcare domain taskforce, formerly known as CORBAmed, who have defined healthcare related basic services like Person Identification Service (PIDS), Terminology Query Service (TQS) and Clinical Observation Access Service (COAS). Such services, however, require a shared middleware. It is unclear how this fits into a large scale distributed and decentralized environment with loosely coupled components.

Generally speaking, semantically rich service interfaces do not fit well with the idea of loosely coupled components. It seems to be a good idea to reduce procedural interfaces to a minimum set of necessary services. A new architectural style, based on this idea, called REST (Representational State Transfer) [69;70] seems to be particularly suitable for emergent system design. Yet, it is difficult to predict whether such a technique will prove flexible enough to meet the challenges of evolutionary information systems in healthcare. It is the task of informatics and medical informatics research to find out.

**5 Conclusion**

IT systems in healthcare are increasingly required to support inter-institutional processes. Autonomous system components will be part of these systems. Core challenges in this context are to preserve systems autonomy and still achieve system integration and process integration, which are aggravated by continuously changing requirements. Standards that fit with the idea of evolutionary information systems are required.

Current standards for system integration in healthcare have improved a lot, as they are beginning to consider various aspects of semantic scalability. Also document standards for information interchange, such as CDA, are increasingly supported. To support a continuous system evolution, however, a layered architecture with stable and robust basic services would be highly desirable. It is still unclear whether current developments are actually suitable for this or if new standards are needed that explicitly consider such a layering. It is also unclear how inter-institutional processes are best supported on the basis of a fully decentralized document-oriented information exchange.

Continuous user-centred adaptation requires flexibility. Thus, process integration is supported by IT architectures.
which allow flexible and ad hoc specification of process context and information interchange. A first idea to combine this with the decentralized document based approach is to include process related information into CDA documents, which means passive containers of information are turned into active documents which are essential parts of inter-institutional processes. The idea of process aware document oriented information systems is motivated out of the core challenges process integration and systems integration. Yet, many problems remain unsolved and a lot of research has to be done before an idea turns into a mature technology.
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